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ABSTRACT 

Gas sensing via THz-wave absorption spectroscopy is developed for the detection of several 

volatile organic compounds, halogenated hydrocarbons, and nitrogen-containing compounds 

using a broadband electronics-based THz wave spectrometer. Spectral absorption is 

characterized in the frequency range from 220 to 330 GHz, a region where atmospheric 

attenuation is minimal, scattering from particles and aerosols is negligible, spectral selectivity is 

high for the chosen compounds, and microelectronic radiation sources and detectors are being 

developed. The target compounds of the present study are important in industrial, chemical, 

combustion, environmental, agricultural, and medical processes in which gas sensors are desired. 

Experiments are conducted at room temperature and at pressures of 0.25−16 Torr, conditions 

where pressure-broadening (collisional line-broadening) often results in complex blended 

spectra. The observed transitions mostly exist for rotational absorption bands for ground 

vibrational states but some transitions are also observed for low-lying vibrationally-excited 

states. Where available, the measurements agree well with spectral simulations and documented 

line positions; however, most of the present experiments are the first-of-their-kind and there are 

not suitable experimental comparisons. Detection limits for remote gas sensing based on the 

electronic spectrometer are estimated to be of the order 10
12

-10
13

 molecules cm
-3

 per meter 

pathlength. For dilute gases in air at 1 atm, detection limits range from 5 to 1,000 ppm per meter 

pathlength. The present study illustrates the potential for THz-wave quantitative gas sensing 

using all-electronic miniaturized systems for the polar gases of industrial relevance. As humanity 

becomes increasingly interested in the mitigation of anthropogenic greenhouse gases, local and 

global air pollution, and industrial air safety, inexpensive remote gas sensors, such as the type 

pursued in this thesis, should be in critical demand. 
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1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Absorption spectroscopy in the terahertz (THz) or submillimeter frequency band, defined 

as frequencies from 0.1 to 10 THz (3.33−333.3 cm
-1

), provides selective non-intrusive 

identification of polar gas molecules, including many volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 

halogenated hydrocarbons (HHCs), and nitrogen-containing compounds, through the 

interrogation of molecular rotations and low-energy internal torsional modes with resonant 

external electromagnetic fields [1], [2]. While non-intrusive gas sensing is typically carried out 

in the infrared region [3] – [5], the THz region offers several advantages, especially for practical 

field applications in optically harsh environments. Such environments are found in atmospheric, 

combustion, and industrial gas sensing [6]. Additionally, in recent years there have been 

significant advances in micro-, and nano-electronic THz frequency devices, enabling a pathway 

for the development of miniaturized THz wave gas sensors for the detection of a wide array of 

molecules in a variety of applications [7], [8]. 

An objective of our research team is the development of gas sensing techniques that 

employ miniaturized silicon-based THz spectrometers for the detection of industrial gases. The 

work described here focuses on the spectral characterization of a variety of VOCs [9], 

halogenated hydrocarbons [10], and nitrogen-containing compounds in the 220-330 GHz 

frequency range, a region where strong rotational absorption features exist for the investigated 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/PsD6+Z8zT
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/7ENG+DuXN+ua0n
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/VV2t
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/Cu74
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compounds and atmospheric attenuation is minimal. Experiments were carried out in a room 

temperature gas cell and spectral scans were acquired with a THz-wave signal generator and 

detector for compounds at different pressure. Each scan was conducted by linearly sweeping the 

radiation source’s output frequency and recording the detector’s response. Frequency positions 

of many rotational transitions are identified between 220-330 GHz to document spectral 

fingerprints, determine sensor sensitivity to gases, and the influence of collisional line 

broadening for some compounds. Measurements are conducted in the pressure range of 0.25 to 

16 Torr, with most spectral line-shapes dominated by collisional/pressure broadening.  

The gas-phase detection of VOCs is of interest in several important industrial and 

environmental applications. VOCs are unwanted and often controlled hazardous air pollutant 

emissions [11], resulting from the combustion of fuels, including fossil fuels, biomass, and liquid 

biofuels. Methanol and ethanol, for example, are used as combustion fuels, resulting in direct 

emission to the atmosphere by evaporation or incomplete combustion. Some VOCs, for example 

methanol and ethanol, are also used as combustion fuels, resulting in direct emission to the 

atmosphere by evaporation or incomplete combustion. Once in the atmosphere, VOCs participate 

in reactions with nitric oxides and ozone that contribute to photochemical smog [12]. VOCs are 

involved in a number of chemical and manufacturing processes [13], where they are used as 

solvents, additives, and/or feedstocks for chemical synthesis; e.g., in the manufacture of plastics, 

acrylics, rubbers, paints, and pharmaceuticals. VOCs are also used as food preservatives, 

material sterilizers, crop pesticides, and can be important metabolic markers for biological 

activity; for example, acetone is a biomarker for diabetes ketoacidosis [14]. Hence, the detection 

of these chemicals is of interest in several diverse applications in which they may be unwantedly 
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released to the atmosphere, or where quantitative detection is of importance in engineering or 

natural processes. 

Gas-phase detection of halogenated hydrocarbons is important because these industrial 

chemicals pose a severe risk to humans, due to their toxicity and volatility, and are well-known 

to deplete stratospheric ozone, even at extremely low concentrations due to their catalytic 

properties [15], [16]. Chlorinated hydrocarbons are particularly important in stratospheric ozone 

destruction, with chloromethane (CH3Cl), the simplest chlorinated hydrocarbon, present at only 

600 ppt in the atmosphere but, yet, having contributed to as much as 15-16% of the depletion of 

the ozone layer [16] – [18]. Over the past 20 years, although anthropogenic emissions of 

chloromethane have subsided, chloromethane is still used as a solvent in the production of 

rubbers, polymers, polyurethane foams, surfactants, pesticides, pharmaceuticals and can be 

released to the atmosphere in these processes [19]. Dichloromethane (CH2Cl2), an unregulated 

industrial solvent that is considered a short-lived compound in the atmosphere (residence time of 

less than six months), is increasing in atmospheric concentration rapidly due to increased 

anthropogenic emissions from its use in the foam cleaning of metals and other materials [20] – 

[22], and from natural processes such as biomass fires [23]. Chloroform (CHCl3) is a colorless, 

sweet-smelling hazardous chlorinated hydrocarbon with a well-known profound effect on the 

human nervous system, inducing dizziness at small exposures and leading to organ damage at 

high exposures [24]. Chloroform has been historically used as an anesthetic and a refrigerant. 

While its use for these purposes has greatly declined, chloroform is still produced in large 

quantities as a precursor to polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), for producing dyes and pesticides, 

and as a solvent in the pharmaceutical industry [25]. Iodinated and brominated hydrocarbons, 

industrial chemicals, also play a role in the depletion of stratospheric ozone, including 
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iodomethane (methyl iodide, CH3I) [26], [27]. Due to its uses as a fumigant and pesticide, 

iodomethane, carcinogenic and toxic, can leach into groundwater and contaminate soil [28]. 

Finally, a great portion of the Antarctic ozone depletion from the late 1980s to the 2000s has 

been attributed to stratospheric bromine [29], [30], for which dibromomethane (CH2Br2), an 

industrial solvent and reactant in organic synthesis processes [31], is a key source [32]. 

Quantitative remote detection of gas-phase compounds in industrial and chemical 

processes is important for process and emissions monitoring and control. Nitrogen-containing 

compounds, such as nitrous oxide, acetonitrile, nitric acid, and nitromethane, are produced in 

large quantities for use in medical, energy, manufacturing, chemical, agricultural, and other 

applications. These nitrogen-containing compounds can also have deleterious impacts on the 

environment and human health; hence, remote gas sensing for these compounds during their 

manufacture, use, and in other industrial settings is desired. 

Nitrous oxide (N2O) is a trace greenhouse gas found in the atmosphere that plays an 

important role in ozone depletion [33] and contributes significantly to global warming, owing to 

its strong radiative efficiency and relatively long atmospheric lifetime. It has a 100-year global 

warming potential (GWP) of 298 [34], relative to the GWP of carbon dioxide which is unity, 

and, hence, its production and emission control is of great importance. The majority of nitrous 

oxide atmospheric emissions come from agricultural soil management, which results in 75% of 

N2O emission; while industrial, waste management, and transportation result in the remaining 

25% [34]. Nitrous oxide is widely used as a medical anesthetic, a rocket propellant, in internal 

combustion engines, as a means of boosting power density of engines, and as an aerosol 

propellant. Due to its wide use and negative environmental consequences, remote gas sensing for 

industrial control of nitrous oxide emissions is desired. 
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 Acetonitrile (CH3CN, also known as methyl cyanide), is a by-product of several 

industrial and pharmaceutical processes, biomass burning, and is toxic to humans. 

Approximately 90% of atmospheric acetonitrile comes from biomass burning and high levels of 

acetonitrile in the atmosphere can be a good indicator of forest fires [35], [36]. Moreover, due to 

its toxicity and use in industry, gas sensing for acetonitrile would be valuable in a number of 

environmental and human health applications. 

 Nitric acid is a widely used chemical that has application in the manufacture of 

agricultural fertilizers, production of explosives, nylon, and other materials, and as an oxidant in 

a variety of industrial and chemical processes [37]. Nitric acid is also formed in the atmosphere 

from anthropogenic combustion and agricultural emissions and contributes to acid rain [38]. 

Owing to its wide use in industry and the negative consequence of nitric acid in the atmosphere, 

sensitive sensors for gas phase nitric acid are desired, such as explored here. 

 Nitromethane is the simplest organic nitro compound and is used as an industrial solvent 

and basic building block for organic synthesis reactions and other chemical processes. It is also 

used in dry cleaning, semiconductor manufacturing, and degreasing. Nitromethane is highly 

energetic and has long been used in explosives or fuels [39]. Gas-phase detection of this volatile 

and flammable compound could find several applications relating to chemical or industrial 

process control and emissions. Additionally, nitromethane has a strong dipole moment (3.5 

Debye), making it an ideal candidate detection via rotational absorption spectroscopy [39], [40]. 

In gas sensing applications, such as those described above, the use of THz frequencies 

has many optical and spectral advantages over infrared and higher frequencies. Compared to the 

infrared region, THz waves experience orders-of-magnitude less scattering from particles or 

aerosols [41]. THz absorption is also effectively immune to particle or aerosol scattering and 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/lF8t
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extinction that so often hinders infrared absorption gas sensors in environments containing 

aerosols. Interference by water vapor absorption is also reduced in the THz region compared to 

the infrared region, especially for frequencies less than 1 THz, due to the sparsity of water’s 

rotational absorption lines in this frequency band [42], [43]. Finally, for many polar gas 

molecules of interest, such as the VOCs and HHCs tested, THz-wave sensing yields strong 

absorption bands, providing greater sensitivity and selectivity than infrared transitions [44]. 

Prior to recent developments in THz microelectronic sources and detectors, THz 

absorption studies have mostly been carried out in laboratory settings using large and expensive 

spectrometers, most notably using frequency-multiplier klystron microwave sources, the FAst 

Scan Submillimeter Spectroscopy Technique (FASSST), and THz time-domain spectroscopy 

(THz-TDS) methods. FASSST provides highly-resolved (kHz) spectroscopy measurements in 

the 0.1−1 THz frequency range [45] - [47], where radiation is provided by quasi-optical sources, 

such as backward wave oscillators, and detection often by high-sensitivity and low time-response 

Golay cell detectors. FASSST methods have been applied for several decades in fundamental 

spectroscopy studies at extremely low pressure (mTorr) to catalog line positions, discover and 

assign transitions, and validate quantum mechanical calculations of rotational energy levels. 

THz-TDS methods have been applied to broadband (e.g., 0.1−2 THz) studies at higher 

pressures, however, with lower resolution (~1 GHz) [41], [44], [48]. THz-TDS measurements 

have proven to be extremely powerful for selective and sensitive detection (ppm to ppb) of polar 

compounds, such as VOCs, in the gas phase [44]; however, they are expensive, complex, and not 

easily applied outside of the laboratory setting.  

The last decade has seen major investments in standard silicon-based technologies to 

increase the cutoff frequencies of active devices (transistors) and enable their operation in the 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/z4bB
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/IsL7+BeLt+qx22
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/FeNi+lF8t+lV16
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/FeNi
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THz regime. Sub-THz wave generation and detection based on such low-cost and high-yield 

silicon technologies have been reported in complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 

[7], [8], [49], [50] and silicon germanium (SiGe) [51] - [53] technologies. As an example, Neese 

et al. [54] have reported a compact electronic spectrometer operating in the 210–320 GHz 

frequency range offering detection of 14 gases: acetonitrile, methyl fluoride, acrylonitrile, sulfur 

dioxide, methyl iodide, methyl bromide, trifluoromethane, acrolein, propionitrile, 1,1 

difluoroethene, vinyl fluoride, oxetane, vinyl bromide, and 1,2 dichloroethane. Further examples 

of microelectronics-based absorption spectroscopy include the work of Wang and Han [49], 

which showed gas phase detection of acetonitrile in the 220–320 GHz frequency range. Hindle et 

al. [55] developed an electronic absorption sensor for H2S detection at 611 GHz, while a general 

purpose THz wave gas sensors in the 220–270 GHz range [53], [56] - [58] with application to 

detection of VOCs have been reported by Schmalz et al.  

The present study further develops THz spectral characterization of the selected VOCs, 

HHCs, and nitrogen containing compounds, some of which are not catalogued in literature for 

this frequency range. We also demonstrate quantitative gas detection of several HHCs and 

nitrogen-containing compounds using a microelectronics-based source that provides high 

frequency resolution (0.5 MHz) and large bandwidth suitable for miniaturized remote gas 

sensors. The measurements conducted in this study demonstrate the viability of a high-

bandwidth microelectronics-based spectrometer in the 220−330 GHz frequency range for gas 

sensing, suited for industrial, biological, or environmental applications. 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/DmvS+Cu74+DyTH
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/bfih+UYWl+ANdu
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/4peg
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/DmvS
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/qKlR
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/iw21+ANdu+gHsn+r6Bk
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Scanned-frequency absorption spectroscopy measurements were carried out using an 

electronic THz wave source generating radiation from 220 to 330 GHz, a gas cell, and a 

broadband Schottky diode detector, using methods developed in Tekawade et al. [59] and Rice et 

al. [9], [10]. See Fig. 2.1 for a photo of the experimental hardware. 

 

Fig. 2.1: Experimental setup for scanned-frequency absorption spectroscopy at 220-330 GHz. 

 

Radiation was produced with a Virginia Diodes (VDi) signal generator extension (SGX) 

module based on planar GaAs Schottky diode technology (model WR 3.4 220-330 GHz), which 

provided 18-fold frequency multiplication of a radio frequency (RF) input signal. A RF 

synthesizer (HP model 83752A, 10 MHz - 20 GHz) provided the input signal to the SGX
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module, for the current study at 12.22-18.33 GHz (for an output of 18x => 220-330). The high-

frequency signal generated by the SGX was directly coupled into a diagonal horn antenna (VDi 

model WR-3.4) providing free-space radiation propagating away from the horn tip with a 10-

degree half angle (50% power in radiation cone). The diverging coherent beam was collimated 

with a plano-convex Teflon lens, then passed through the gas cell with two high-density 

polyethylene (HDPE) windows, and refocused using a second plano-convex Teflon lens onto 

Schottky diode detector (VDi model QOD 3-15). The gas cell windows are angled to minimize 

interference of standing waves that are a caused by reflected THz radiation from optical surfaces 

(e.g., two surfaces on a single lens and two surfaces for each window). 

In many experiments, amplitude modulation and lock-in detection was used to boost our 

signal-to-noise ratio. A digital chopper (Keysight 33220A 20 MHz Function/Arbitrary 

Waveform Generator) was implemented having a modulation frequency of 2.7 kHz. The 

modulating signal was fed into the TTL port on the SGX module, effectively producing a square 

wave in the output of the 220 GHz (0.1 mW) to 330 GHz (0.3 mW) signal. The detector 

measures this signal, and coupled with the lock-in, outputs a smooth voltage (between 0 and 10 

V) representing the amplitude of the square wave which is representative of the signal intensity. 

The lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research model SR510) was operated in the standard manner, 

whereby the modulated 220−330 GHz signal was multiplied with a reference signal at the same 

modulated frequency and a reference signal at the same frequency but shifted in phase by 90˚ to 

create two mixed signals. The two mixed signals are then low-passed filtered, with an integration 

time of 1 ms, to reject noise and harmonic signals and then converted, via a Cartesian-to-polar 

transformation, to yield a DC amplitude and phase. The DC amplitude output from the lock-in 
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amplifier is the 220−330 GHz signal intensity   used to determine absorbance of the gas sample 

of interest.  

Modulation and lock-in detection provides improved signal-to-noise for a single 

frequency scan; however, it results in reduced frequency resolution, observed as smoothing or 

truncation of features   30 MHz for reasonable scanning speeds. Such narrow spectral features 

exist in low pressure environments, where line broadening is weaker and transition are not 

blended with one another, which is more likely for smaller and simple molecules (e.g.,    ) 

where transitions are sparse. The resolution of narrow features, while maintaining a reasonable 

scan rate, is a common concern in THz spectroscopy. 

Efforts were made to improve the resolution of the amplitude modulation method by 

reducing the frequency scan rate; however, it was not possible to achieve a frequency resolution 

of better than a couple MHz using amplitude modulation and lock-in detection because of the 

inherent damping of the detector respond caused by the finite lock-in integration time. Hence, for 

cases requiring better frequency resolution, amplitude modulation was not implemented and, 

instead, direct absorption using just the raw frequency-scanned signal was carried out. Without 

the lock-in amplifier, direct absorption could be carried out for faster frequency scan rates and 

higher frequency resolution but with lower signal-to-noise for a single frequency sweep. To 

improve signal-to-noise, multiple sweeps were averaged. With the present equipment, direct 

absorption can be carried out for scan rates over 150x those used in amplitude modulation (1600 

*
   

 
+ versus 5-10 *

   

 
+) while maintaining a resolution of   10 MHz. However, to increase 

frequency resolution, a more modest increase in scan rate of only 25x (160 *
   

 
+) was often 

implemented, yielding a resolution of 0.5 MHz or better. In some cases, where signal-to-noise 

was very important, many frequency scans were averaged to boost signal-to-noise; for example, 
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20-45 scans for 160 *
   

 
+ scan rate which results in a similar overall measurement time to the 

amplitude modulation case but with greater than an order-of-magnitude improvement in 

frequency resolution and improved signal-to-noise compared to amplitude modulation with lock-

in detection. For much of the data gathered on smaller molecules (e.g.,    ,     ,      , 

     , and      ) both amplitude modulation and direct absorption methods were conducted 

and compared. For measurements where very narrow features are expected, typically lower 

pressures, the direct absorption technique is implemented to better resolve spectral features.  

A LabView script was used to record the detector response while the RF synthesizer 

conducts one or many (depends on the method) linear frequency sweeps from 12.22 to 18.33 

GHz. This signal’s frequency is then multiplied 18-fold to 220-330 GHz by the SGX module. 

The ramp signal was also recorded and used to convert the detector response data from the time 

domain to the radiation frequency domain, assuming linearity between time and frequency 

between the start and end points of 220 and 330 GHz (or any other desired band), respectively. 

To determine the spectral absorbance of a gas sample, we measured the reference spectral 

intensity,   , with the gas cell under vacuum and then filled the gas cell with the absorbing gas of 

interest and repeated the spectral scan, measuring the transmitted signal intensity,  . Example 

reference and signal measurements are shown in Fig. 2.2 (middle graph). The absorbance of the 

gas sample can be described using the Beer-Lambert law: 

         (
 

  
)                                                          (1) 

where the absorption coefficient, 𝜀 = 𝜀(T, c, f) *
   

   
+, is a function of temperature (T [ ]), molar 

concentrations (c *
   

   
+), and frequency (f [   ]). The absorbance,  , scales linearly with the 

average optical path length, l = 21.59 cm (in present experiments), and the absorbers 
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concentration, c. The absorption coefficient 𝜀 varies with frequency, temperature, pressure, and 

gas mixture composition, through the contribution of the line intensities and shapes for each 

transition. Information on the center frequency, line broadening effects, and strength of a 

transition is all contained within the absorption coefficient 𝜀. Finally, the absorbance data is 

passed through a low-pass filter to reduce any high-frequency noise, mostly emanating from the 

detector. Low-frequency noise, also referred to as baseline noise, still remains, requiring the use 

of a digital notch filter for some of the higher pressure experiments. The baseline noise is a result 

of the previously mentioned interference pattern, subtly fluctuating between the baseline and 

absorber measurements. This fluctuation can either be due to spatial displacements of optical 

surfaces that occur between the baseline and absorber measurements due to human error or 

surrounding vibrations, or a misalignments of the radiation that are exaggerated by a strong 

difference in the index of refraction of the absorbing gas and air. Regardless of the cause, the 

presence of this low frequency baseline noise is such that it cannot wholly be canceled using 

common-mode noise rejection (e.g., division of absorbed and reference signal in the Beer-

Lambert law). Improvements to the sensor could be made by reducing the electronics noise, 

increasing the THz beam power, and refining the optical configuration. See Fig. 2.2 for an 

example absorbance measurement of nitrous oxide (N2O). In the Fig. 2.2 example, the frequency 

was swept at 160 GHz/s from 220 to 330 GHz, and 58 scans were averaged, yielding a total scan 

time of ~30 seconds per measurement. The final spectral resolution under these operating 

parameters is 0.5 MHz, where the spectral features of interest have half-widths of ≥ 2 MHz, and 

the noise floor or detection limit is ±0.001 to ±0.003 in absorbance.  
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Fig. 2.2: Example experiment carried out for pure nitrous oxide at 1 Torr and 297 K. Top and middle graphs: 

reference (I0, black) and transmitted (I, blue) intensities as measured at the detector (top graph shows full 

frequency range and middle graph a subset); bottom graph: absorbance within a subset of the frequency 

range at 275-278.5 GHz. 
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3. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

Spectral absorption in the 220 to 330 GHz frequency range has been characterized at 297 

K for a range of gaseous molecules listed in Table 3.1. All experiments were performed using 

pure reagent grade chemicals, except for formaldehyde and nitric acid, which were vaporized 

from a formaldehyde/water/methanol solution and a nitric acid/water solution, respectively. 

Many experimental results that do not appear in the subsequent sections are appended. The 

compounds studied were chosen due to their appreciable absorption in the accessible frequency 

range and their importance in industrial applications (e.g., energy, combustion, and 

manufacturing), biological systems, medical diagnoses, and as atmospheric pollutants. 

The first set of molecules investigated are volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and 

consist of acetone, formic acid, alcohols, and aldehydes, listed in Table 3.1. Most of the observed 

absorption features for these compounds were matched to transitions documented in the jet 

propulsion laboratory (JPL) molecular spectroscopy database and the high-resolution 

transmission molecular absorption (HITRAN) database [60], [61]. The current study on VOCs 

exemplifies the ability of this spectrometer to capture a large amount of spectral information 

within a relatively short sweep time. 

The second set of compounds investigated were halogenated hydrocarbons (HHCs). The 

spectra of these compounds are sparse and periodic, when compared to the VOCs, due to the 

simple molecular geometry and symmetry of the HHCs. Since documentation of the rotational 

transitions for this group of molecules is limited, with only chloromethane documented in the 

JPL catalog, simple energy calculations were carried out to identify the rotational transitions 

observed for some of the molecules using a symmetric top model with centrifugal distortion 
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terms. The transition frequency locations are approximated for the slightly asymmetric molecules 

to identify the features observed. 

The last group of compounds investigated contains four nitrogen-containing compounds 

of industrial and environmental relevance, each having very unique spectra that exhibit periodic 

and well separated features at the tested pressures. As observed for the VOCs, the larger and 

more asymmetric molecules like nitromethane produce spectra with a high density of transitions 

originating from rotation about the three unique axes of the molecule, for both the ground 

vibrational states and vibrationally-excited bending mode states. When observed at appreciable 

pressures at or above 1 Torr, many of these individual transitions get blended together into large 

features. At these pressures, even with the described blending, the spectra of nitromethane (the 

most complicated molecules of the group) and nitric acid (also asymmetric) have unique and 

sparse features making them easily identifiable in cases of strong line broadening (higher 

pressures), which illustrates the potential for the sensing methods under difficult spectral 

conditions. 

Although there is substantial prior fundamental experimental work on the rotational 

spectroscopy of the selected VOCs, HHCs, and nitrogen-containing compounds, carried out at 

extremely low pressures (~mTorr) where features are well separated and in the Doppler limit (no 

pressure broadening), or at high pressures and using high-power low-frequency-resolution 

equipment (i.e., TDS), there is limited study of the absorption of these compounds under 

appreciable pressures and using microelectronics-based sub-THz sources suitable for the 

development of commercial gas sensors [56], [62] – [68], [69] – [81]. 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/iw21+4DYL+kPk8
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Table 3.1: Compounds and pressures for which spectral absorption measurements were carried out. All 

experiments performed at 297 K and for 220 to 330 GHz. 

Compound Formula Class Pressures [Torr] 

Methanol CH3OH 

Alcohols 

1, 2, 4, 8 

Ethanol CH3CH2OH 1, 2, 4 

n-Propanol CH3CH3CH2OH 2, 4, 8 

Acetone CH3COCH3 Ketone 0.5, 1, 2, 4 ,8 

Formic Acid HCOOH Carboxylic Acid 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 

Formaldehyde H2CO + H2O 

Aldehydes 

0.5, 1, 2 (Total) 

Acetaldehyde CH3CHO 0.5, 1, 2 

Chloromethane CH3Cl 

Halides 

0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 

Iodomethane CH3I 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 

Dichloromethane CH2Cl2 0.5, 1, 2, 4 

Dibromomethane CH2Br2 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 

Chloroform CHCl3 0.5, 1, 2, 4 

Acetonitrile CH3CN 

Nitrogen-

Containing 

0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 

Nitromethane CH3NO2 

0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 

2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 16 

Nitrous Oxide N2O 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 

Nitric Acid HNO3 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 2.4 

Water H2O Background  10 



Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: 
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4. VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 

In the case of methanol (Fig. 4.1), an asymmetric top molecule, the features observed in 

the 220-330 GHz range are rotational transitions that occur in both the ground and the first 

vibrationally-excited state. The features are labeled in Fig. 4.1 according to vibrational quantum 

number (v), the quantum number for total rotational angular momentum (J), and the quantum 

number for projection of J onto the a- inertial axis (K). For methanol, the a-axis is parallel to the 

methyl top axis. The J’’ and J’ and K’’ and K’ symbols represented the quantum numbers for the 

lower and upper states, respectively. The strong features in the frequency range of interest 

include transitions for J’= 5 ← J’’= 4 and ΔK = 0 at 241 GHz and J’ = 6 ← J’’ = 5 and ΔK = 0 at 

290 GHz. These features are split into a primary peak for transitions in the ground vibrational 

state and a secondary peak, shifted to lower frequencies, resulting from rotational transitions in 

the first excited vibrational state. The other strong methanol features in this frequency range 

include a blended feature at 252 GHz for ΔJ = 0 and K’ = 3 ← K’’ = 2 and a series of features 

from 302 to 328 GHz for J = 1 to 10 (ΔJ = 0) and  K’ = 1 ← K’’ = 0
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Fig. 4.1: Absorption measurements for pure methanol at 1 Torr (black line), with comparison to transition 

line positions documented in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) molecular spectroscopy database [60] (blue 

vertical lines). The absorption path length is 21.59 cm. 

 

For ethanol and n-propanol (Fig. 4.2), we observe repeating and blended spectral 

features, due to the pressure broadening of the multitude of closely spaced transitions. Ethanol is 

a near-prolate asymmetric top (i.e., A > B ≈ C) with rotational constants: A = 34.9, B = 9.35 and 

C = 8.14 GHz [65]. Near-prolate asymmetric tops often exhibit strong repeating R-branch a-type 

transitions (i.e., ΔJ = +1, ΔKa = 0, and ΔKc = +1) centered at frequencies of (B + C)(J’’ + 1) and 

spaced at frequency intervals of (B + C). For an asymmetric top molecule, J is the quantum 

number for total rotational angular momentum and Ka and Kc are the quantum labels for 

projection of total angular momentum onto the a- and c-axes, respectively. 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/gMJB
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/fh7o
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Like ethanol, n-propanol is also a near-prolate asymmetric top, but with five stable 

conformers it has very complex rotational spectroscopy [82]. The present measurements for n-

propanol (Fig. 4.2 bottom panel) show strong blended features that repeat approximately every 7 

GHz. The observed spectral features, repeating every ~7 GHz, are due to R-branch a-type 

transitions of the Tt and Tg conformers. Rotational constants for these two conformers are: A = 

26.6, B = 3.8, and C = 3.5 GHz for the Tt conformer and A = 26.1, B = 3.7, and C = 3.5 GHz for 

the Tg conformer [82]. The rotational constants result in strong R-branch a-type transitions 

spaced at (B + C) = 7.2−7.3 GHz, as observed experimentally in the repeating broad n-propanol 

absorption features (Fig. 4.2 bottom panel). 

 

Fig. 4.2: Absorption measurements for pure ethanol at 4 Torr (top) and pure n-propanol at 8 Torr (bottom). 

Transitions for ethanol are from the JPL molecular spectroscopy database [60]. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/TnE4
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/TnE4
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/STBG
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The measured absorption spectra for formic acid in the 220−330 GHz range is shown in 

Fig. 4.3. Like ethanol, formic acid is a near-prolate asymmetric top. However, for formic acid, 

we observe distinct transitions, rather than blended transitions as seen in ethanol and n-propanol. 

The rotational constants of formic acid result in a spacing for R-branch a-type transitions (ΔJ = 

+1, ΔKa = 0, and ΔKc = +1) of (B + C) = 22.4 GHz, with transitions centered at (B + C)(J’’ + 1) 

for J’’ = 9−13 in the 220−330 GHz frequency range [60], [61]. The formic acid transitions 

shown in Fig. 4.3 are spaced every 22.4 GHz and grouped by J’ ← J’’, with each transition 

occurring for a specific Ka and Kc’ ← Kc’’. For large values of Ka, the transitions converge and 

blended spectral features are observed at 225.1, 247.6, 270.1, 292.6, and 315.2 GHz.  

 

Fig. 4.3: Absorption measurements for pure formic acid at 4 Torr. Labeled transitions and frequencies are 

from the JPL molecular spectroscopy database [60]. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/STBG
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Figure 4.4 illustrates measured absorption spectra for formaldehyde, where formaldehyde 

was prepared in the gas phase from the evaporation of a formaldehyde/water/ethanol solution at 

37 mass-% formaldehyde (i.e., formalin). The resulting gaseous mixture, for which spectral 

absorption was characterized, was primarily water vapor (~90-95%) with 2-3% formaldehyde. In 

Fig. 4.4 strong and narrow R-branch a-type transitions are observed for formaldehyde, a near-

prolate asymmetric top, similar to formic acid.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4: Absorption measurements for gaseous formaldehyde/water vapor/methanol at a total pressure of 2 

Torr and containing approximately 2-3% formaldehyde. Labeled transitions and frequencies are from the 

JPL molecular spectroscopy database [60]. The bottom two graphs are for J’ = 4 ← J’’ = 3. 

  

Spectral absorption measurements for acetaldehyde are shown in Fig. 4.5. Acetaldehyde 

is another near-prolate asymmetric top, with rotational constants of A = 56.49, B = 10.45, and C 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/STBG
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= 9.09 GHz [73]. The acetaldehyde spectrum is significantly more complex than that for 

formaldehyde, containing many more transitions, some of which overlap. Again, strong R-branch 

a-type transitions are mostly observed with strong and significantly blended spectral features, 

spaced at (B + C) with a few weak R-branch b-type also observable in the spectral range. 

 

 

Fig. 4.5: Absorption measurements for pure acetaldehyde at 1 Torr. Labeled transitions and frequencies are 

from the JPL molecular spectroscopy database [60]. 

 

The final VOCs illustrated is acetone, shown in Fig. 4.6. Its spectrum consists of discrete 

spectral features that sit on top of a broad continuum absorption that gradually increases in 

strength with increasing frequency. The continuum absorption has been observed in prior studies 

using THz-TDS and Fourier transform spectrometer methods to interrogate broadband acetone 

absorption in the THz frequency range [83], [84]. In the present study, the continuum acetone 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/jPiW
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/STBG
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/NhN8+7CCg
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absorption is observed to increase with the square of the pressure and, therefore, we presume 

occurs for similar reasons as to the well-studied absorption continuum for water vapor in the far 

infrared and into the microwave region. For water vapor, the mechanisms responsible for its 

rotational continuum include absorption in the intermediate to far wings of transitions, that is not 

accounted for in conventional line shape models, and absorption that occurs due to metastable 

dimers that result from biomolecular collisional events. 

Acetone is a quasi-oblate asymmetric top (A ≈ B > C) with rotational constants of A = 

10.17, B = 8.52, and C = 4.91 GHz [81], [85]. The discrete and repeatedly spaced acetone 

transitions observed in the current frequency range are spaced at 2C, corresponding to R-branch 

b-type transitions. The frequencies of the discrete and numerous acetone transitions are in good 

agreement with literature values [60], [81], [85] from a combination of high-resolution 

experiments and theory, and can be assigned to both R-branch b-type and a-type transitions. 

 

Fig. 4.6: Absorption measurements for pure acetone at 1 Torr. Labeled transitions and frequencies are from 

the JPL molecular spectroscopy database [60]. 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/W7oA
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/W7oA+STBG
https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/STBG
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Absorption by pure water vapor was characterized to verify potential interference from 

this ubiquitous atmospheric gas on VOC gas sensing in the present frequency range. See Fig. 4.7 

for an absorption measurement for water vapor at 10 Torr which illustrates that water vapor 

absorption in the investigated frequency range is negligible with the exception of a weak line at 

325.15 GHz for the J’ = 5 ← J’’ = 4, Ka’ = 1 ← Ka’’ = 2, and Kc’ = 5 ← Kc’’ = 2 transition.  

 

Fig. 4.7: Absorption measurement for pure water vapor at 10 Torr with comparison to a spectral simulation 

using the high-resolution transmission molecular absorption (HITRAN) database [61]. 

 

 Measured absorption in the 220-330 GHz frequency range for the seven VOCs 

characterized in the present study are compared in Fig. 4.8. The spectra illustrate several 

potential frequencies for selective gas sensing of each species in a multi-component mixture, 

depending on what species are present. For the alcohols, there are many frequency locations for 

the simultaneous measurement of methanol and ethanol. For a ternary mixture of the three 

alcohols considered, the broad n-propanol spectrum complicates the identification of isolated 

spectral features; however, there are features at 250−260 and 285−300 GHz that provide 

sufficient specificity for the simultaneous detection of the three alcohols. Similarly, formic acid, 

formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, and acetone have many isolated features, with acetone, the weakest 

absorber, the most difficult to detect. For example, in the 300−330 GHz window, several isolated 

features exist for the detection of these four VOC species. 

https://paperpile.com/c/3Gd1Tz/gMJB
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Fig. 4.8: Comparison of absorption spectra for the seven VOCs characterized in the current study. 

 

 The present results illustrate the potential for microelectronics-based THz wave gas 

sensing for VOCs. As illustrated throughout the results section, the spectral measurements are in 

good agreement with literature databases [60], [61], in terms of line positions. However, in most 

cases, pressure broadening parameters either are not available or have been assumed for the 

target VOC species in the present spectral range. Furthermore, few if any previous studies have 

been carried out at appreciable pressures, such that would be found in many gas sensing 
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applications. Even at the relatively modest pressures encountered in the present study, pressure 

broadening controls the observed line shapes and many of the seemingly discrete features are, in 

fact, combinations of many transitions.  



Portions of this chapter previously appeared as:   

T. E. Rice, M.A.Z. Chowdhury, M.W. Mansha, M.M. Hella, I. Wilke, M.A. Oehlschlaeger, ―Halogenated hydrocarbon gas 

sensing by rotational absorption spectroscopy in the 220–330 GHz frequency range,‖ Appl. Phys. B, vol. 127, no. 8, Aug. 2021, 

Art. no. 123. 
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5. HALOGENATED HYDROCARBONS 

 Measurements of spectral absorbance have been made in the 220-330 GHz frequency 

range for five pure halogenated hydrocarbons. Reagent grade chemicals (Sigma-Aldrich) with 

natural isotopic composition were used at purity levels of >99% to >99.8%. Example measured 

spectra are found in the figures within this section. 

 Absorption spectra for chloromethane are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. In the present 

frequency range, chloromethane shows four very strong features for each of the two primary 

isotopomers (
12

CH3
35

Cl and 
12

CH3
37

Cl with natural abundance of 74.9% and 23.9%, 

respectively). Chloromethane, a symmetric top molecule, has well-quantified rotational 

spectroscopy [86], with rotational energy levels that can be given as: 

       (   )  (   )     ( (   ))
 
      (   )        (2) 

where J and K are the rotational quantum numbers, A and B rotational constants, and DJ, DJ,K, 

and DK centrifugal distortion terms. Within Fig. 5.1, the frequencies of rotational transitions 

predicted by equation 1 and the rotational spectroscopic constants reported by Striteska et al. 

[86] are indicated by the blue lines and are in good agreement with the JPL molecular 

spectroscopy database [60]. The strong features observed in Fig. 5.1 obey the symmetric top 

selection rules, J’ = J’’ + 1 ← J’’ and ΔK = 0, and are located at frequencies given by: 

        (     )     (   
              )      (     )                  (3) 

Hence, these features are approximately spaced in frequency every 2B. Within these major 

features, distinct rotational structure is resolved, as shown in Fig. 5.2, caused by centrifugal 

distortion (DJ and DJ,K terms). 
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Fig. 5.1: Spectral absorption measurements for pure chloromethane at 2 Torr. Note, features for two 

isotopologues are observed and the rotational quantum numbers for each transition are identified. 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 Measured absorption spectra for pure chloromethane at 0.25 Torr in the 261-266 GHz range. 

Calculated rotational transition frequencies are shown via the blue lines. 

 

 Iodomethane displays absorption within the spectral region that is similar to 

chloromethane, as shown in Fig. 5.3. Iodomethane, also a symmetric top, has strong repeating 

absorption features spaced every 2B, following symmetric top selection rules: J’ = J’’ + 1 ← J’’ 
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and ΔK = 0. Again, multiple distinct transitions originate near the location of each major feature 

due to centrifugal distortion. In the case of Iodomethane, these features are more closely spaced 

than for chloromethane and are not well resolved experimentally. The calculated frequency 

locations based on the rotational constants reported by Boucher et al. [87] are also shown in Fig. 

5.3 in blue and are in agreement with the experiment. Weak absorption features that are 

separated from the strongest features are also observed in the iodomethane spectrum. These 

features originate from the small fractions of iodomethane that populate the first vibrationally-

exited state at room temperature. Similar weak features from vibrationally-excited 

chloromethane are also observed in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 at frequencies between the peaks for the 

two chloromethane isotopomers. 

 

Fig. 5.3: Measured absorption spectrum for pure iodomethane at 0.5 Torr. Blue lines indicate calculated 

frequencies for transitions. 
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An example measured spectrum for dichloromethane is shown in Fig. 5.4. 

Dichloromethane is a near-prolate (  = -0.98) asymmetric top with three primary isotopomers: 

CH2
35

Cl2 (natural abundance 56%; rotational constants A = 32.002 GHz, B = 3.320 GHz, C = 

3.065 GHz [88]); CH2
35

Cl
37

Cl (abundance 38%; A = 31.879 GHz, B = 3.231 GHz, C = 2.988 

GHz [88]); and CH2
37

Cl2 (abundance 6%). The dichloromethane spectrum in the present 

frequency range is dominated by Q-branch b-type transitions that blend together at frequencies 

around 258 and 315.5 GHz and obey the selection rules: J = 0, ±1; Ka = ±1; Kc = ±1, where 

J is the quantum number for total rotational angular momentum and Ka and Kc are the quantum 

labels for projection of total angular momentum onto the a- and c-axes, respectively. The strong 

feature at 258 GHz is for J = 0 and Ka’ = 5  Ka’’ = 4 and the strong feature at 315.5 GHz is 

for J = 0 and Ka’ = 6  Ka’’ = 5. For each strong feature, there is a sequence of lines for each 

Ka’’ at a spacing of (B + C) for J = ±1 transitions. The slightly different rotational constants for 

the three chloromethane isotopomers contribute to the asymmetry of the strong features at 258 

and 315.5 GHz, with the transitions for CH2
35

Cl
37

Cl and CH2
37

Cl2 shifted to lower frequencies, 

and the numerous weak lines between these strong features. 

 

Fig. 5.4: Measured absorption spectrum for pure dichloromethane at 2 Torr. 
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The spectral absorption for dibromomethane in the current frequency range, example 

shown in Fig. 5.5, is similar to that for dichloromethane. Dibromomethane is a near-prolate (  > 

0.99) asymmetric top with multiple isotopomers: CH2
79

Br2 (natural abundance 26%); 

CH2
79

Br
81

Br (abundance 50%); and CH2
81

Br2 (abundance 24%) [89], [90]. Like 

dichloromethane, the dibromomethane spectrum contains strong Q-branch b-type transitions near 

223, 272, and 332 GHz that correspond to J = 0 and Ka = +1, where Ka’’ = 5 (223 GHz), Ka’’ 

= 6 (272 GHz), and Ka’’ = 7 (322 GHz). Similarly, the subsequent transitions that follow these 

major transitions are for J = +1 and Ka = +1. The transitions for the present isotopomers are 

clustered close enough together such that they reside within, and coalesce into, one apparent 

peak in the absorbance spectrum. 

 

Fig. 5.5: Measured absorption spectrum measurements for pure dibromomethane at 2 Torr. 

 

 An example measured spectra for chloroform is shown in Fig. 5.6. Chloroform has four 

primary isotopomers that are oblate or near-oblate symmetric tops: CH
35

Cl3 (natural abundance 

42.9%; rotational constants A = B = 3.302 GHz, C = 1.778 GHz [91]); CH
35

Cl2
37

Cl (natural 

abundance 42%; rotational constants A = 3.302 GHz, B = 3.187 GHz, C = 1.683 GHz [92]); 

CH
35

Cl
37

Cl2 (natural abundance 13.7%; rotational constants A = 3.244 GHz, B = 3.129 GHz, C = 

1.77842 GHz [92]); and CH
37

Cl3 (natural abundance 1.5%). The chloroform spectrum in the 
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current frequency region contains strong repeating transitions that are identifiable for the three 

most abundant isotopomers as R-branch transitions, ΔJ = + 1, and are spaced in frequency at A + 

B. The spectrum shown in Fig. 5.6 indicates the locations of transitions for CH
35

Cl3. The spectral 

features located between the labeled features for CH
35

Cl3 can be assigned to the other 

isotopomers. Note, at high frequencies the transitions for isotopomers blend together due to their 

proximity and collisional lineshape broadening. 

 

Fig. 5.6: Measured absorption spectra for pure chloroform at 4 Torr. Blue lines indicate features that result 

from R-branch transitions for CH
35

Cl3. The secondary peak at a slightly higher frequency is from the 

CH
35

Cl2
37

Cl isotopic species of chloroform, based on the rotational constants reported by Colmont et al. [92]. 

 

Measured absorption spectra for all five compounds studied are compared in Fig. 5.7. It 

is evident that there are distinct and strong spectral features allowing for the quasi-isolated 

simultaneous selective identification of each species in the presence of other species from this 

subset of halogenated hydrocarbons.  
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Fig. 5.7: Comparison of measured absorption spectra for halogenated hydrocarbons at 297 K. Top graph: 

chloromethane at 0.25 Torr, dichloromethane at 2 Torr, and chloroform at 4 Torr. Middle graph: 

dichloromethane at 1 Torr and dibromomethane at 0.5 Torr. Bottom graph: chloromethane and iodomethane 

at 0.5 Torr. 

  

The strong absorption features observed in the 220-330 GHz range allow for sensitive 

detection of the five target halogenated hydrocarbons, at detection limits suitable for industrial 

gas sensing. Assuming a minimum detectible absorbance, the concentration limits for pure gas 

detection of the five target compounds at chosen detection frequencies can be estimated from the 
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present data set. In the present study, for a single frequency sweep with amplitude modulation 

but no averaging, absorbance noise ranges from ±0.001 to ±0.003. By averaging multiple sweeps 

or decreasing the sweep rate (or range) the absorbance noise can be reduced well below ±0.001. 

Hence, for the purposes of determining detection limits, we will use a minimum detectible 

absorbance of ±0.001 which yields the estimated detection limits for the measurement of pure 

halogenated hydrocarbons ranging from order 10
12

 to 10
13

 molecules/cm
3
, as reported in Table 

5.1. For mixtures of the target halogenated hydrocarbons dilute in a bath gas (e.g., air, N2, or 

He), line broadening will affect the minimum detectible concentrations. The estimated detection 

limits for dilute gases provided in Table 5.1 are based on spectral lineshapes modeled using 

pressure broadening parameters extrapolated from calculations for chloromethane [93]. Note, 

while the absorption pathlength in the present experiment was 21.59 cm, for relevance to other 

sensor applications, the detection limits are reported for a 1 m pathlength. Detection limits are 

inversely proportional to pathlength. 

Table 5.1: Gas-phase detection limits for tested halogenated hydrocarbon species (297 K and 1 m absorption 

pathlength). 

  Estimated Detection Limits 

Compound Detection 

Frequency [GHz] 

Pure Gas 

Concentration [cm
-3

]  

Dilute Gas 

Concentration at 1 atm 

Chloromethane,  CH3Cl 319 4 × 10
12

 13 ppm 

Iodomethane, CH3I 300 2 × 10
12

 7 ppm 

Dichloromethane, CH2Cl2 316 2 × 10
13

 70 ppm 

Dibromomethane, CH2Br2 322 6 × 10
12

 20 ppm 

Chloroform, CHCl3 291 5 × 10
13

 180 ppm 



Portions of this chapter are to appear as: 

T.E. Rice, M.A.Z. Chowdhury, Megan N. Powers, M.W. Mansha, M.M. Hella, I. Wilke, M.A. Oehlschlaeger, ―Gas sensing for 

industrial relevant nitrogen-containing compounds using a microelectronics-based absorption spectrometer in the 220 to 330 GHz 

frequency range,‖ Sensors and Actuators B (in review). 
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6. NITROGEN-CONTAINING COMPOUNDS 

Nitrous oxide, a linear molecule, displays a simple absorption spectrum in the 220-330 

GHz region, with five strong rotational transitions that emanate from the ground vibrational state 

and two weaker neighboring transitions for every strong transition that emanate from 

vibrationally excited states. The strong transitions are spaced at twice the ground state rotational 

constant, 2B, where B = 12.562 GHz [94] and are located at frequencies of 2B(J’’ + 1) for J’’ = 8 

to 12 and J’ = J’’+1, where J’’ is the quantum number for total rotational angular momentum for 

the lower state and J’ for the upper state. 

For every strong N2O transition, we observe two neighboring weak transitions for a 

vibrationally excited state where the lowest-energy degenerate bending mode of the linear N2O is 

excited. These transitions also exist at frequencies of 2B(J’’ + 1) for J’’ = 8 to 12 and J’ = J’’+1 

and correspond to the (0 1
1c 

0) bending-mode state with a rotational constant of B = 12.567 GHz 

and the (0 1
1d 

0) bending-mode state with a rotational constant of B = 12.590 GHz [94]. The 

measured N2O transition frequencies agree with those documented in JPL molecular 

spectroscopy database [60] as shown in Fig. 6.1. Additionally, the reported relative line 

intensities from the JPL database agree well with the measurements as indicated by the line 

heights in Fig. 6.1. 
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Fig. 6.1: Measured N2O spectrum for 220-330 GHz (297 K and 1 Torr). The strong rotational features are for 

transitions from the ground vibrational state. 

 

 

Fig. 6.2: Measured N2O absorption (297 K and 1 Torr) around J’’ = 10 transitions, illustrating the strong 

ground state transition and two weaker vibrationally-excited (bending mode) transitions with comparison to 

JPL [60] transition frequency locations and relative line strengths. 

 

 Measured absorption spectra for acetonitrile (CH3CN) are shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4. 

Acetonitrile is a symmetric top molecule with rotational constants of A = 157.3 GHz and B = C = 

9.199 GHz [95]. The spectrum for a total pressure of 1 Torr (Fig. 6.3) illustrates broad pressure-

blended repeating absorption features that are spaced every 2B and centered at frequencies of 

2B(J’’ + 1). At a lower pressure of 0.25 Torr (Fig. 6.4), the features are less blended and some of 

the underlying rotational structure reveals itself. 
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In Fig. 6.4, the transitions documented in the JPL molecular spectroscopy database [60] 

are superimposed on the experimental spectra, with each transition height representing a relative 

line intensity. It is observed that each blended feature is comprised of a series of transitions for 

different K values, the quantum number representing the projection of total angular momentum 

onto the axis of symmetry. In this case the individual transitions follow selection rules of J’’ + 1 

 J’’, K = 0, and K = 0 to K = J’’+1, and there is a decay in intensity with increasing K. In 

addition, to the ground vibrational state features (blue JPL lines), features are experimentally 

observed for a low-lying vibrationally-excited state, where these vibrationally-excited features 

(red JPL lines) exhibit the same shape as the ground-state features but are shifted to higher 

frequencies. The vibrationally-excited acetonitrile transitions occur for a lower state where the 

C-C-N bending mode is excited (v8 = 1, energy of ~362 cm
-1

) [96]. 

 

Fig. 6.3: Measured acetonitrile absorption spectrum for 220-330 GHz (297 K and 1 Torr). 
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Fig. 6.4: Acetonitrile absorption (297 K and 0.25 Torr) around J’’ = 14 features, illustrating a series of strong 

ground state transitions (blue) and weaker vibrationally-excited transitions (red) with comparison to JPL 

[60] transition frequency locations and relative line strength. 

 

 Absorption measurements for nitric acid (HNO3) are shown in Figs. 6.5-6.7 with the 

frequencies and relative strengths of transitions from the JPL database [60] shown in blue. Nitric 

acid was prepared in the gas phase from an aqueous nitric acid solution, creating a gas phase 

mixture that is 26% nitric acid and 74% water vapor [97]. However, water vapor has negligible 

absorption in the current frequency region at the partial pressures encountered in the present 

experiments [9]. Hence, the current measurements illustrate purely nitric acid absorption with 

water vapor serving as a collisional broadening partner. 

The measured nitric acid absorption data agrees with the JPL predictions [60] for the 

frequency locations of transitions and their relative strengths. Nitric acid is a near-oblate 

asymmetric top molecule having rotational constants of A = 13.011 GHz, B = 12.010 GHz, and C 

= 6.261 GHz [98]. In the current frequency range, additional bands of rotational absorption lines 

are observed at frequencies spaced by 2C, in keeping with R-branch c-type transitions with 

selection rules J = +1, Ka = +1, and Kc = 0, which describes the strongest transitions in the 

present frequency range. Ka and Kc are the quantum numbers for the projections of the total 
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angular momentum onto the a- and c-axes. As shown in Fig. 6.7, each R-branch c-type 

absorption band is composed of a sequence of transitions. The absorption band is comprised of 

transitions described by:   
    

           
      

   (   )              , where i 

indexes the transitions within a band. 

 

Fig. 6.5: Measured nitric acid absorption spectrum for 220-330 GHz (297 K and 0.52 Torr nitric acid and 

1.48 Torr water vapor). 

 

Fig. 6.6: Measured nitric acid absorption spectrum for 267-286 GHz (297 K and 0.26 Torr nitric acid and 

0.74 Torr water vapor = 1 Torr total). Two additional absorption bands of R-branch c-type transitions are 

observed and compared to absorption lines and their relative strengths (blue) listed in the Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory (JPL) spectroscopic catalog [60].  
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Fig. 6.7: Measured nitric acid absorption spectrum (297 K, 0.26 Torr nitric acid and 0.74 Torr water vapor 

partial pressure, 1 Torr total pressure) with comparison to JPL transition locations and relative strengths 

(blue) [60].  

 

Measured absorption spectra for nitromethane (CH3NO2) are illustrated in Figs. 6.8 and 

6.9. Nitromethane is an asymmetric rotor with rotational constants of A = 13.341 GHz, B = 

10.545 GHz, and C = 5.876 GHz [99]. Though nitromethane’s rotational spectrum is slightly 

more complex than that of nitric acid, owing to its greater degree of asymmetry, its exhibits 

similar characteristics. In the case of nitromethane, strong absorption bands of R-branch b-type 

(J = +1, Ka = ±1, and Kc = ±1) and c-type (J = +1, Ka = +1, and Kc = 0) transitions 
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spaced by 2C are observed. There are also weaker Q-branch transitions, described by J = 0, 

Ka = 0 and ±1, and Kc = 0 and ±1. 

In the case of nitromethane, fundamental spectroscopic data, including transition 

frequencies, is not available from JPL [60] or other databases for comparison; however, we 

carried out spectral predictions for the line positions in the ground state using PGOPHER, a 

program that simulates rotational, vibrational, and electronic spectra [100], and they are shown in 

Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. Note that nitromethane has a low-lying vibrational mode at 470 cm
-1

 that at 

room temperature contains about 10% of the population and should contribute to the spectral 

absorption in the present frequency range, presumably at slightly higher shifted frequencies than 

the ground vibrational state. However, this vibrationally-excited state is not accounted for in the 

PGOPHER simulations, as the vibrationally-excited rotational constants are not known. 

 

 

Fig. 6.8: Measured nitromethane absorption spectrum for 220-330 GHz (297 K and 1 Torr), with comparison 

to predicted transition locations and their relative strengths using PGOPHER, a program that simulates 

rotational, vibrational, and electronic spectra [100]. 
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Fig. 6.9: Measured nitromethane absorption spectrum for 260-295 GHz (297 K and 1 Torr), with comparison 

to PGOPHER [100] predicted transition locations and relative strengths, zoomed. 

 

Combined absorption spectra measurements in the 220-330 GHz range for the four 

compounds of interest, nitrous oxide, acetonitrile, nitric acid, and nitromethane, are shown in 

Figure 6.10 with recommended frequencies for gas sensing within the current range. These 

experiments illustrate the potential for THz gas sensing based on miniature silicon 

microelectronics sources, such as used in the present study, and demonstrate the sensitivity and 

selectivity of the sensing technique. As illustrated above, the sensor and technique is able to 

resolve narrow spectral features (frequency resolution of 0.5 MHz), over a large bandwidth (220-

330 GHz), and for reasonable frequency scanning rates (160 GHz/s). Such sensing capabilities 

allow for the analysis of gas mixtures, where the resulting absorption spectrum can be very 

complex. 

Within the current frequency range, acetonitrile exhibits the strongest absorption and very 

sharp absorption features, making its selective and sensitive detection possible at many 

frequencies. We suggest the acetonitrile feature at 294.5 GHz as the preferred frequency for its 

detection, owing to the relative strength of acetonitrile absorption to the underlying nitromethane 

absorption at this frequency. Nitromethane exhibits strong absorption and a broad underlying 
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continuum spectrum. It is completely isolated from the absorption features of other species at 

323 GHz, making this frequency ideal for its isolated detection. 

The broad continuum exhibited by nitromethane makes the detection of the weaker 

absorbing nitrous oxide and nitric acid difficult in the presence of nitromethane. However, in the 

absence of nitromethane, isolated features for these two species at higher frequencies make their 

sensitive detection possible. Within the current frequency range, nitrous oxide is best detected at 

301.5 GHz, where it is isolated from acetonitrile and nitric acid. Nitric acid is best detected at 

280.9 GHz, where it is isolated from acetonitrile and nitrous oxide, and can be detected in the 

presence of small concentrations of nitromethane. 

 

 

Fig. 6.10: Comparison of absorbance measurements for the four compounds of interest with recommended 

detection frequencies. 
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Detection limits for the four compounds of interest at the selected frequencies are 

estimated and provided in Table 6.1, based on an assumed absorbance noise floor of ± 0.001 and 

the measured spectral absorbance. The minimum detectible absorbance for the present 

experiments is in the range       (
 

  
)   0.001 to 0.003 (see Figure 6.11), and averaging or 

filtering of the signals can be used to reduce this minimum detectible absorbance below this 

level. For estimation of detection limits for gases dilute in air at 1 atm, pressure-broadened 

spectra were modeled using extrapolated line broadening parameters [101] – [103]. The 

estimated detection limits for pure gases are in the range of 10
12

 to 10
13

 molecules/cm
3
 per meter 

pathlength. For the target gases dilute in air, the detection limits are in the range of 5-1000 ppm 

per meter pathlength, which may allow application of absorption sensors in this frequency region 

for remote industrial gas monitoring. Note, that the larger species, acetonitrile, nitric acid, and 

nitromethane, provide significantly lower detection limits when dilute in air than the smaller 

nitrous oxide, due to the strength of the resulting pressure-broadening features that contain many 

lines but still sufficient structure at elevated pressures. 

 

Fig. 6.11: Example absorbance noise floor which ranges roughly from  0.001 to  0.003. 
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Table 6.1: Estimated detection limits at 297 K and 1 m pathlength. 

Compound Detection 

Frequency [GHz] 

Detection limit for pure gas 

[molecules cm
-3

] 

Detection limit for 

dilute gases in air at 

1 atm [ppm] 

Nitrous Oxide  301.5 5.0 × 10
13 

1000 

Acetonitrile 294.5 3.5 × 10
12

 5 

Nitric Acid 281.9 3.7 × 10
13

 20 

Nitromethane 323 1.4 × 10
13

 20 
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7. LINE BROADENING 

With increasing pressure, spectral features broaden due to molecular collisions, which 

perturb the quantized energy transition by contributing or removing a small amount of energy 

during the photon absorption process, creating a wider spectral region for transfer from the lower 

to upper state. In the case of gas sensing via THz spectroscopy, pressure broadening can have 

negative and positive influences, depending on the target compound. Pressure broadening can 

reduce selectivity through the blending of features from different molecules in a gas mixture that, 

at lower pressures, would be isolated. However, it can also increase sensitivity, through the 

increased concentration of the absorbing gas and the blending of individual transitions to create 

intense absorption features which are the result of the combination of many lines. In this sense, 

there can be dramatically increased sensitivity for molecules with complex and dense spectra. 

The absorption spectrum of acetonitrile as illustrated in Chapter 6 contains repeating 

series of many features that blend together due to collisional broadening as the pressure rises. In 

this case, the resulting blended absorption features are very strong and, provided the features can 

be isolated from the features of other absorbing gases, this results in decreased detection limits at 

elevated pressures (increase sensor sensitivity), as shown in Figure 7.1. As another example, see 

the absorption of nitric acid in Figure 7.2 which also shows blended features at increasing 

pressures that result in increased signal and, hence, increased sensitivity (decreased detection 

limits). 
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Fig. 7.1: The absorption spectrum of pure acetonitrile gas at pressures from 0.5 Torr to 16 Torr, doubling the 

pressure between each experiment. 
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Fig. 7.2: The absorption spectrum of pure nitric acid gas at pressures from 0.5 Torr to 2 Torr, doubling the 

pressure between each experiment. 

 

For simpler molecules with isolated transitions, such as nitrous oxide (N2O), increasing 

pressure (Fig. 7.3) simply results in broadened features that do not increase in peak absorption 

and, therefore, do not offer increased sensitivity and may result in decreased selectivity, in the 

presence of other absorbers. This is the reason for the relatively low detection limit for pure N2O 

(5.0 × 10
13 

molecules/cm
3
 per meter pathlength) but the high detection limit for N2O dilute in air 

at 1 atm (1000 ppm per meter pathlength) compared to other compounds with complex and 

dense spectra. 
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Fig. 7.3: Pure N2O absorption in the 276.1-276.6 GHz range for increasing pressure. 

In general, gas sensing in the current frequency range is most effective for the 

compounds that exhibit periodic spectral features that are constructed of multiple transitions that 

blend together (e.g., acetonitrile, nitromethane, nitric acid, formic acid, and other VOCs). The 

periodic nature of these spectra provides a selective fingerprint and the line density of these 

spectra provides sensitivity. At pressures approaching 1 atm, pressure broadening blends features 

across several GHz, diffusing spectral information and favoring repeating and strong absorption 

features for gas sensing over weak and isolated transitions or absorption bands that are 

constructed of many transitions that are of similar strength. Figure 7.4 compares measured 

absorption for pure methanol at 1 Torr and 5% methanol concentration in nitrogen at a total 

pressure of 10 Torr. The comparison illustrates the diffusion of signal (information) in regions 

where isolated transitions exist (e.g., transitions in the range of 303 to 327 GHz) and the 

blending of transitions in regions of dense and strong transitions (e.g., at ~240, ~250, and ~290 

GHz). 
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Fig. 7.4: The absorption spectrum of pure methanol gas at 1 Torr, and 0.5 Torr dilute in nitrogen gas to a 

total pressure of 10 Torr. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 Gas sensing for seventeen VOCs, HHCs, and nitrogen-containing compounds using a 

high-bandwidth microelectronics-based THz wave spectrometer, based on a radio frequency 

multiplier source and Schottky diode detector, is demonstrated at room temperature for pure 

gases. Spectral absorption measurements were made in the 220−330 GHz frequency range using 

an amplitude-modulation method with lock-in detection, as well as the rapid scanning direct 

absorption technique, at room temperature and pressures of 0.25−16 Torr, conditions where 

pressure-broadening (collisional line-broadening) often results in complex blended spectra.  

Measured spectral absorption and transition frequencies agree well with the literature 

databases. The results illustrate strong and distinct absorption allowing for their selective 

measurement at detection limits suitable for industrial gas sensing applications, where the tested 

compounds present a human health and environmental hazard. Estimated detection limits for the 

compounds of interest dilute in air at 1 atm ranged from ~5 to 200 ppm for HHCs and ~5 to 1000 

ppm for the nitrogen-containing compounds for a one meter absorption pathlength.  

Comparisons of measurements made using amplitude modulation with lock-in detection 

and those made with direct absorption show a tradeoff between frequency resolution (better for 

direct absorption), signal-to-noise (better for amplitude modulation for a single frequency scan), 

and time resolution (similar). Significant improvements to frequency resolution and signal-to-

noise were made through this thesis work with the implementation of multiple-scan-averaged 

direct absorption measurements as illustrated in Figure 8.1. Frequency resolution of this scanning 

technique at 160 GHz/s and 50 scans (yielding a total scan time of 35 s for each        ) is 

exemplified in Figure 8.2. These and continued improvements in sensitivity will be important for 
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both remote gas sensing and fundamental measurements of line broadening parameters, which 

mostly have not been directly measured in the THz band.  

 

Fig. 8.1: Absorption spectrum for pure methanol at 1 Torr at two sweeping conditions. Top graph: 160 GHz/s 

scan rate. Bottom graph: 1600 GHz/s scan rate. 

 
Fig. 8.2: Absorption spectrum for pure methanol at 1 Torr at 160 GHz/s sweep rate matched with 

documented transitions from the JPL molecular spectroscopy database [60]. 
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The potential applications for microelectronics THz wave gas sensing are significant, 

including monitoring industrial processes (e.g., energy and manufacturing processes that produce 

emissions), in biological or medical systems where select VOCs resulting from metabolic 

processes are used as indicators for diagnoses, and in the environment where emissions of VOCs, 

HHCs, and nitrogen-containing compounds result from anthropogenic and naturogenic sources. 

 Future work could include fundamental measurement of pressure broadening parameters, 

which are typically not included in spectral models and databases or extrapolated from infrared 

experiments. For example the case of nitrous oxide broadened by itself and nitrogen is of 

immediate interest due to its relevance as a greenhouse gas and simple rotational spectrum. 

Broadening of more complex spectra, such as those observed here for VOCs, is also of interest, 

however, will require advances in spectral fitting methods to extract line broadening parameters. 

 Further optimization of the scanning rate and multi-scan averaging approaches should be 

implemented to improve signal-to-noise and decrease measurement time resolution. Baseline 

noise, originates from standing waves that are created by interference caused by the many 

surfaces reflecting the THz-wave radiation, and appears in absorption spectra mainly via two 

phenomena: 1) a subtle change in the spatial orientation of optical components between the 

baseline and absorber measurement, and 2) a combination of beam misalignment and the 

measurement of a strong absorber with a high index of refraction. If the experiment time can be 

further reduced, the baseline noise originating from phenomenon #1 will be reduced. 

To reduce the effect of phenomenon #2, more precise beam alignment and collimation 

techniques could be explored. Alternatively, different gas cell configurations and geometries 

could be explored, especially as a miniaturized sampling system could be valuable for some 

applications. For example, four optical surfaces could also be removed by integrating the 
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collimating and focusing lenses directly into the cell, such that they serve as lenses and windows 

for the gas cell (eliminating the standard flat gas cell windows). Another idea worth considering 

is the use of textured or geometrically modified optical surfaces that diffuse reflected waves and, 

therefore, reduce standing waves. Additionally, to increase sensitivity a multi-pass system could 

be developed to greatly increase the optical pathlength, as demonstrated by Rothbart et al. [78]. 

Finally, in practice it would be beneficial to incorporate a miniature pump that could sample a 

gas of interest and prepare it at the optimal pressure for gas sensing. This approach could be used 

to generate line broadening conditions that are optimized for sensing the compound(s) of interest.  
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APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTARY ABSORPTION SPECTRA 

This section contains example absorption spectra of the tested gases between 220-330 

GHz measured throughout this experimental work. All experiments are conducted at 297 K, for a 

path length of 21.59 cm, and at pressures between 0.25 and 16 Torr. 

A.1. Pure volatile organic compounds 

A.1.1. Using amplitude modulation and lock-in detection 

A.1.1.1. Methanol 

 
Fig. A.1: Absorbance measurement for pure methanol at 4 Torr. 

 

 
Fig. A.2: Absorbance measurement for pure methanol at 2 Torr. 
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Fig. A.3: Absorbance measurement for pure methanol at 1 Torr. 

 

A.1.1.2. Ethanol 

 
Fig. A.4: Absorbance measurement for pure ethanol at 8 Torr. 

 

 
Fig. A.5: Absorbance measurement for pure ethanol at 4 Torr. 
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Fig. A.6: Absorbance measurement for pure ethanol at 2 Torr. 

 

A.1.1.3. n-propanol 

 
Fig. A.7: Absorbance measurement for pure n-propanol at 8 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.8: Absorbance measurement for pure n-propanol at 4 Torr. 
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Fig. A.9: Absorbance measurement for pure n-propanol at 2 Torr. 

 

A.1.1.4. Formic acid 

 
Fig. A.10: Absorbance measurement for pure formic acid at 4 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.11: Absorbance measurement for pure formic acid at 2 Torr. 
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Fig. A.12: Absorbance measurement for pure formic acid at 1 Torr. 

 

A.1.1.5. Formaldehyde 

 
Fig. A.13: Absorbance measurement for formaldehyde highly dilute in water vapor at a total pressure of 2 

Torr. 

 

 
Fig. A.14: Absorbance measurement for formaldehyde highly dilute in water vapor at a total pressure of 1 

Torr. 
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Fig. A.15: Absorbance measurement for formaldehyde highly dilute in water vapor at a total pressure of 0.5 

Torr. 

 

A.1.1.6. Acetaldehyde 

 
Fig. A.16: Absorbance measurement for pure acetaldehyde at 2 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.17: Absorbance measurement for pure acetaldehyde at 1 Torr. 
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Fig. A.18: Absorbance measurement for pure acetaldehyde at 0.5 Torr. 

 

A.1.1.7. Acetone 

 
Fig. A.19: Absorbance measurement for pure acetone at 1 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.20: Absorbance measurement for pure acetone at 0.5 Torr. 
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Fig. A.21: Absorbance measurement for pure acetone at pressures of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 Torr (from least to 

greatest absorbance). 

 

A.1.1.8. Water vapor 

 
Fig. A.22: Absorbance measurement for pure water vapor at 10 Torr. 

 

A.2. Pure halogenated hydrocarbons 

A.2.1. Using amplitude modulation and lock-in detection 

A.2.1.1. Chloromethane 

 
Fig. A.23: Absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 8 Torr. 
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Fig. A.24: Absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 4 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.25: Absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 2 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.26: Absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 1 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.27: Absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 0.5 Torr. 
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Fig. A.28: Absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 0.25 Torr. 

 

A.2.1.2. Iodomethane 

 
Fig. A.29: Absorbance measurement for pure iodomethane at 16 Torr. 

 
Fig.A.30: Absorbance measurement for pure iodomethane at 8 Torr. 
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Fig. A.31: Absorbance measurement for pure iodomethane at 4 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.32: Absorbance measurement for pure iodomethane at 2 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.33: Absorbance measurement for pure iodomethane at 1 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.34: Absorbance measurement for pure iodomethane at 0.5 Torr. 
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A.2.1.3. Dichloromethane 

 
Fig. A.35: Absorbance measurement for pure dichloromethane at 4 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.36: Absorbance measurement for pure dichloromethane at 2 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.37: Absorbance measurement for pure dichloromethane at 1 Torr. 
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A.2.1.4. Dibromomethane 

 
Fig. A.38: Absorbance measurement for pure dibromomethane at 16 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.39: Absorbance measurement for pure dibromomethane at 8 Torr. 

 

 
Fig. A.40: Absorbance measurement for pure dibromomethane at 4 Torr. 
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Fig. A.41: Absorbance measurement for pure dibromomethane at 2 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.42: Absorbance measurement for pure dibromomethane at 1 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.43: Absorbance measurement for pure dibromomethane at 0.5 Torr. 
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A.2.1.5. Chloroform 

 
Fig. A.44: Absorbance measurement for pure chloroform at 4 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.45: Absorbance measurement for pure chloroform at 2 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.46: Absorbance measurement for pure chloroform at 1 Torr. 
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A.2.2. Using many scans and averages and no lock-in detection 

A.2.2.1. Chloromethane 

 
Fig. A.47: Absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 1 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.48: Another absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 1 Torr – v2. 

 
Fig. A.49: Absorbance measurement for pure chloromethane at 0.25 Torr. 
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A.3. Pure nitrogen-containing compounds 

A.3.1. Using amplitude modulation and lock-in detection 

A.3.1.1. Acetonitrile 

 
Fig. A.50: Absorption spectrum for acetonitrile gas at 16 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.51: Absorption spectrum for acetonitrile gas at 8 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.52: Absorption spectrum for acetonitrile gas at 4 Torr. 
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Fig. A.53: Absorption spectrum for acetonitrile gas at 2 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.54: Absorption spectrum for acetonitrile gas at 1 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.55: Absorption spectrum for acetonitrile gas at 0.5 Torr. 
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Fig. A.56: Comparison of absorption spectra for pure acetonitrile at 16, 8, 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 Torr. 

 

A.3.1.2. Nitric acid 

 
Fig. A.57: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 2.4 Torr, the maximum pressure achieved for this 

compound during experimentation (limited by the vapor pressure of nitric acid). 
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Fig. A.58: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 2 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.59: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 1 Torr. 

 
Fig. A.60: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 0.75 Torr from 220-238.5 GHz. 

 
Fig. A.61: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 0.5 Torr. 
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Fig. A.62: Comparison of absorption spectra for pure nitric acid gas at 2, 1, and 0.5 Torr. Zoomed to better 

illustrate differences. 

 
Fig. A.63: Comparison of absorption spectra for pure nitric acid gas at 1, 0.75, and 0.5 Torr. Zoomed to 

better illustrate differences. 

 

A.3.1.3. Nitromethane 

 

Fig. A.64: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 10 Torr from 220-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 11 

GHz/s. 
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Fig. A.65: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 5 Torr from 220-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 11 

GHz/s. 

 
Fig. A.66: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 1 Torr from 220-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 11 

GHz/s. 

 
Fig. A.67: Comparison of absorption spectra for pure nitromethane gas at 10, 5, and 1 Torr, using a sweep 

rate of 11 GHz/s. 
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Fig. A.68: Absorption spectrum for nitromethane gas at 16 Torr from 220-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 4.7 

GHz/s. 

 
Fig. A.69: Absorption spectrum for nitromethane gas at 8 Torr from 220-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 4.7 

GHz/s. 

 
Fig. A.70: Absorption spectrum for nitromethane gas at 4 Torr from 220-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 4.7 

GHz/s. 
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Fig. A.71: Absorption spectrum for nitromethane gas at 2 Torr from 220-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 4.7 

GHz/s. 

 
Fig. A.72: Absorption spectrum for nitromethane gas at 1 Torr from 220-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 4.7 

GHz/s. 

 
Fig. A.73: Absorption spectrum for nitromethane gas at 1 Torr from 238.5-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 4.7 

GHz/s. 
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Fig. A.74: Another absorption spectrum for nitromethane gas at 1 Torr from 238.5-330 GHz, using a sweep 

rate of 4.7 GHz/s. 

 
Fig. A.75: Absorption spectrum for nitromethane gas at 0.75 Torr from 238.5-330 GHz, using a sweep rate of 

4.7 GHz/s. 

 
Fig. A.76: Comparison of absorption spectra for pure nitromethane gas at all tested pressures. 
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A.3.2. Using many scans and averages and no lock-in detection 

A.3.2.1. Nitrous oxide 

 
Fig. A.77: Absorption spectrum for nitrous oxide gas at 0.5 Torr at increasing scan rates. Many scans are 

averaged instead of using lock-in detection. 

 
Fig. A.78: Absorption spectrum for nitrous oxide gas at 1 Torr using 58 samples averaged and a sweep rate of 

160 GHz/s. 
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A.3.2.2. Acetonitrile 

 
Fig. A.79: Comparison of absorption spectra for pure acetonitrile gas at 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25 Torr, using many 

scans averaged and a sweep rate of 160 GHz/s instead of lock-in detection. 

 

A.3.2.3. Nitric acid 

 

Fig. A.80: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 2 Torr from 248-304 GHz. 
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Fig. A.81: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 1.5 Torr from 248-304 GHz. 

 
Fig. A.82: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 1 Torr from 248-304 GHz. 

 
Fig. A.83: Absorption spectrum for nitric acid gas at 0.5 Torr from 248-304 GHz. 
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Fig. A.84: Comparison of absorption spectra for pure nitric acid gas at 2, 1.5, 1, and 0.5 Torr. 
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APPENDIX B: COPYRIGHT PERMISSION DOCUMENTS 

Permissions for chapters 1 and 4: 

This file contains license details and terms and conditions for the reproduction of material used 

in chapters 1 and 4 of this dissertation. 

File name: RightsLink Printable License - VOC.pdf 

File type: Portable Document Format (PDF) 

File size: 124 KB 

Required application software: Adobe Acrobat or any standard PDF viewer 

Special hardware requirements: None 

Permissions for chapters 1 and 5: 

This file contains license details and terms and conditions for the reproduction of material used 

in chapters 1 and 5 of this dissertation. 

File name: RightsLink Printable License - HHC.pdf 

File type: Portable Document Format (PDF) 

File size: 201 KB 

Required application software: Adobe Acrobat or any standard PDF viewer 

Special hardware requirements: None 


